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Creative Copywriter 

 
 

 

zoeknight.co.uk 
 
 

 
 

zoeelizabethknight@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 

Copywriting 
Creative writing 
Feature writing 
Social media  
Interviewing 
Photography 
Mac & Windows  
Select Adobe Suite programs 
 

[Oct 2019 – present] I have produced extensive 
amounts of copy, in an array of formats, across various 
platforms. This includes scripts, brochures, landing 
pages, quote selects, social copy, captions, brand 
guidelines, slogans, FAQs. I also contribute relevant 
references, think up creative concepts and establish 
TOV across projects. As well as this I assist on set and 
often work on high profile pitches. 

Projects 

 
 

Experience  

 
 

(Code8) 

(British Fashion Council) 

(OKA) 

Spring Studios #ShotAtHome [Dec 2020] 
Max Factor Lasting Performance Foundation [Oct 2020] 
Rimmel London #MakeMeScary [Oct 2020] 
OKA #NoHouseRules [Sep 2020] 
Code8 Beauty Decoded [May 2020] 
Rimmel London #WrappedInRoseGold [Dec 2019] 
British Fashion Council The Fashion Awards [Dec 2019] 
 
 

Awards 

*Magazine Academy, BBC 
Worldwide Brand of the Year 
Nominee [2019]  
*Magazine Academy, BBC 
Worldwide Highly 
Commended Best New 
Digital Concept [2018] 
*TI Media X Bauer Media, 
Gavin Reeve-Daniels 
Scholarship [2017] 

 

Cosmopolitan UK Acting Full-time Feature Intern [March & April 2019] 
I covered this full-time position for five weeks. Producing an array of copy, looking after recurring features, locating 
case studies, assisting on set, conducting research and fulfilling admin duties led to bylines in three issues.  
 
ELLE UK  ‘The Nest’ Hearst UK [Nov & Dec 2018] 
Hearst UK’s incubator programme focuses on harnessing the creativity of rising talent to generate original content, 
products and revenue streams. I worked on ELLE UK exploring and producing fashion centred creative concepts.  
 
Grazia UK Features Intern [Oct 2018] 
As features intern my responsibilities included story research, interviewee profiles, collating an arts events list, 
managing databases and communicating with press offices. I also assisted with the digital shoppable editions. 
 
Marie Claire UK Features Intern [Sep 2018] 
A similar role to above, my time at Marie Claire involved assisting with all things copy. I also worked closely with the 
digital team, learning the brand’s SEO policies before writing and publishing pieces online. 
 
 
 
 

Education  

 
 

MA Magazine Journalism (Merit) The University of Sheffield [2017-2018] 
BA Hons Journalism (2:1) Sheffield Hallam University [2014 – 2017] 
 


